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Rick Grooms: 

So you've got to really be able to be flexible and adaptable as an individual so that as things happen, you 
can kind of roll with the punches and roll with the flow as healthcare evolves. You can evolve with us 
and grow. 

Steve Mullen: 

Hello again, and welcome to this fourth episode of season three of Inside Virginia's Community Colleges 
podcast. I'm your host, Steve Mullen. Thus far this season, we've talked a lot about how to make the 
already affordable community college education in Virginia even more affordable. In our last two 
episodes of this season, we're going to shift gears a bit and talk about how to make the most of your 
community college education once you've completed it. We introduced you in an earlier episode this 
season to the G3 program, which can lead to a community college education in Virginia being 
completely free. 

Steve Mullen: 

But G3 goes beyond that and can help you find a job as well. Companies can sign up to become G3 
ambassadors and commit to guaranteed interviews and preferential hiring for G3 graduates. We turn 
now to our guest for this episode to learn more about how his company is helping G3 students. Rick 
Grooms is chief people officer for Centra Health, a G3 ambassador employer. Rick, thanks so much for 
taking the time to talk with us today. 

Rick Grooms: 

Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to speak with you and learn more about this program and share 
my thoughts as well. 

Steve Mullen: 

So first off, tell us briefly about Central Health and what you do there. 

Rick Grooms: 

Centra Health is our community health system in central Virginia. We are responsible for providing 
healthcare for nearly the size of the state of New Jersey. About 8,000 square miles is our service area. 
And I get the honor and privilege to be the chief people officer. And in that role, I am accountable for 
the culture, human resources, employee engagement and satisfaction, spiritual care, we have a spiritual 
care team, volunteer services and the patient experience as well. So, that's my accountability for the 
organization here at Centra Health. 

Steve Mullen: 

And roughly what is the geographic area that we're talking about here? 

Rick Grooms: 

It's about 8,000 square miles, central Virginia. So we have campuses, of course, in Lynchburg. We have 
two hospitals here in Lynchburg, one in Bedford and one in Farmville, which is known as South Side 
Community Hospital, and then we have about 55 physician practices all around central Virginia. And 
then we also provide home health and hospice in that service area as well. 
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Steve Mullen: 

And why did central health commit to being a G3 ambassador? 

Rick Grooms: 

Some of it's a little selfish, I have to say. We obviously are in the healthcare business and many jobs 
oftentimes are very difficult to recruit and high demand, low supply. And we see this as an opportunity 
for our organization to partner, to hopefully build a pipeline so that we can have a pipeline for today, 
tomorrow and well into the future for folks to come into the organization and be employed with us. And 
then education, it's a huge part of who we are at Centra Health. We want people to get an education or 
advance their education and then stay with us and grow with us. 

Rick Grooms: 

That's part of our mantra these days we keep talking about with our employees is advance here, get 
your education here and grow with us and stay right here at home. 

Steve Mullen: 

So what sort of jobs there are you talking about here? Obviously, there's nursing, there's healthcare 
administration, that sort of thing? 

Rick Grooms: 

Healthcare that's probably one of the misconceptions, I think, that people have is we're more than 
doctors and nurses. We, of course, have doctors and nurses, but we have imaging, we have lab, we have 
pharmacy, we have respiratory therapy. Those are kind of the touch patients, certified nursing 
assistants, but there are a whole lot of other nonclinical jobs that people may not think about, myself as 
an example. Human resources, finance and accounting, medical records, a lot of IT, so in information 
technology or IS systems. 

Rick Grooms: 

We have all kinds of systems in healthcare from the electronic health record to our electronic employee 
records, imaging systems, etc. Lots of different roles in healthcare, security, housekeeping, dietary, 
anything you can think of that's out there. It's not just doctors and nursing or clinical jobs. So we provide 
an array of opportunities here in healthcare at Centra. 

Steve Mullen: 

Now this episode is all about life after community college and how to make the most of it. Obviously, an 
organization like Centra Health, as you mentioned, is hiring for a wide variety of positions. What is the 
one thing you look for from all hiring candidates? 

Rick Grooms: 

We look for people who are flexible and adaptable and can handle change. Healthcare, while it kind of 
remains the same in many ways, it's constantly evolving. Technology, people, medicine, politics 
oftentimes changes the way things happen in healthcare, from how we get paid or reimbursed to how 
health coverage is provided. And again, like I said, lots of changes with technology and medication and 
whatnot, as you can see. And so you've got to really be able to be flexible and adaptable as an individual 
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so that as things happen, you can kind of roll with the punches and roll with the flow as healthcare 
evolves. 

Rick Grooms: 

You can evolve with us and grow. It provides lots of opportunity. 

Steve Mullen: 

And what is a common misconception about the healthcare industry you'd like to clear up? Anything like 
that? 

Rick Grooms: 

Well, sure. I kind of alluded to one of those and I think the primary one is in healthcare and in hospitals, 
it's more than just clinical folks. Certainly, that is the majority of our employees that we employ have 
clinical skills, physicians, nurses, etc., as I mentioned. But there are lots of other ways to build and 
develop a career outside of the clinical setting within a health system. As I mentioned, like human 
resources or finance and accounting, IT is significant here and in most health systems, dietary 
housekeeping, those types of roles, patient accounting, to name a few. 

Steve Mullen: 

And can you give us an example of how a candidate at Centra Health can maximize the impact of their 
community college education? 

Rick Grooms: 

Sure. I was just talking with our chief nursing officer. Her name is Joanie Deal, and she's been with 
Centra almost 40 years and she started her education at Central Virginia Community College and has 
grown to be the top nurse in our organization who has accountability for nearly a third of the 
employees. And we have 7,500 employees here at Centra. So almost 2,500 plus employees fall under 
her purview and all of nursing specifically where she's accountable for that day to day care. So you can 
take your community college education and grow and develop within an organization, be it one or 
others, if you're willing to put in that time and effort. 

Rick Grooms: 

And today, most organizations have scholarship programs, they have loan forgiveness, tuition 
reimbursement, lots of vehicles and tools that you can use to continue to grow and advance your career 
in one path or another and Centra Health and healthcare is just a great avenue to do that. 

Steve Mullen: 

Can you tell us a little bit more about tuition reimbursement, how that works? 

Rick Grooms: 

Yeah, so it's different for different organizations. Many of them are quite the same. But at Centra, we 
provide you with an amount, a dollar figure and if you want to continue your education, you're kind of 
signing a contractor or an agreement that in exchange for Centra supporting you financially as you 
pursue your degree, then for every year that we do that, you're going to agree to another year of service 
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with the organization. So it's if you continue your education, you want to advance your education or 
pursue a specific degree, we pay a part of that. 

Rick Grooms: 

And then for that piece that we're paying for, you would work for another year after that year that we 
pay for. So it's kind of a one for one. 

Steve Mullen: 

And final question. If someone is interested in a career at Centra Health, how do they look into that? 

Rick Grooms: 

You could go to our website and we have a careers page that will link you to all kinds of information 
from current jobs that we have open to a lot of our benefit programs, some of which I just mentioned, 
and those opportunities are at every campus and all throughout the health system. 

Steve Mullen: 

Rick Grooms, chief people officer at Centra Health. Thanks so much for being here today. 

Rick Grooms: 

My pleasure. Thank you for the opportunity 

Steve Mullen: 

Coming up on our next episode, we'll hear from another G3 ambassador, a Lynchburg-based nonprofit 
that is working to prevent and end sexual exploitation and trafficking locally and globally. And a 
reminder to learn more about the G3 program, please visit virginiag3.com. Thanks for listening to this 
episode of Inside Virginia's Community Colleges. I'm Steve Mullen. 
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